Elivate: A Real-Time Assistant for Students and Lecturers as Part of an Online CS Education Platform
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Abstract
We present Elice\(^1\), an online CS (computer science) education platform, and Elivate, a system for (i) taking student learning data from Elice, (ii) inferring their progress through an educational taxonomy tailored for programming education, and (iii) generating the real-time assistance for students and lecturers. Online courses suffer from high average attrition rates, and early prediction can enable early personalized feedback to motivate and assist students who may be having difficulties. Elice captures detailed student learning activities including intermediate revisions of code as students make progress toward completing their programming exercises and timestamps of student logins and submissions. Elivate then takes those data to analyze each student’s progress and estimate the time to completion. In doing so, Elivate uses a learning taxonomy and automatic clustering of source code revisions. Using more than 240,000 code revisions generated by 1,000 students, we demonstrate how Elivate processes large-scale student data and generates appropriate real-time feedback for students.

Demonstration
A major problem in online education is the high attrition rate which can be reduced by early feedback and one-on-one assistance for students experiencing problems.

\(^1\)https://www.elice.io
We demonstrate Elice, an online CS education platform with the goal to (i) identify the students who need assistance and (ii) reduce the teaching assistant (TA)’s time from redundant tasks. This way, we can scale CS education using our online education platform.

**Student’s Progress Using the Educational Taxonomy**

From the educational taxonomy, we re-define the six steps of learning stages of solving a programming exercise in Elice (Figure 1; recognize, design & model, implement, test & debug, refactor, present). For each students intermediate code submission, Elivate can identify students current stage of learning and report to TA. With those reports, TAs can summarize each students individual characteristics. Using each student behavior in the initial two weeks, we can predict the student’s final outcome at the end of 6 weeks ($r=0.91$).

**Estimated Time to Completion**

With more than 240,000 code submissions, we clustered student’s intermediate revision snapshots to generate the state transition network for each programming exercise, so that every code revision is assigned to one of the states. The state starts with each student in the “skeleton” state (the initial code skeleton given to students), and they progress probabilistically between the states, eventually reaching the final state of “100%”. As students submit more code revisions, the state network is automatically updated. Using this network, we can effectively predict each student’s time to complete the exercise. Using Elivate, TAs can quickly identify students who need assistance, even before they proactively ask for help.

**Automated Grading and Plagiarism Detection**

Surveys show that one of the most time-consuming tasks for TAs is grading. To save them time from such redundant and repeated task, we designed Elice to accept predefined test cases that run on the given skeleton code to allow automatic grading. In addition, we integrate a plagiarism detection module, thus TAs get notification of potential copying behavior of source code that may require further inspection.
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